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Figure 1: Feature importance for the profession and nationality relations.

3.3 Feature analysis
We now analyze the features we developed for the two relations.

Profession features. Figure 1(a) presents the importance of fea-
tures for the profession relation according to Gini score. For the
features involving a k parameter, we only kept the highest perform-
ing variant. We observe that that features extracted from the first
Wikipedia sentence/paragraph are of the highest importance. The
other features, extracted from the Wikipedia sentences of persons,
have approximately the same importance.

Nationality features. Figure 1(b) shows the feature importance
for the nationality relation. It is immediately noticeable that the
“freqPerNat” feature plays the most important role (in both adjective
and noun variants). The third most important feature, “isNatWPPar,”
checks the presence of nationality in the first Wikipedia paragraph a
person. The figure also reveals that the adjective forms of nationali-
ties have greater impact than the noun forms.

In summary, our feature importance analysis highlights that the
triple scoring task can benefit not only from a large collection of
person-annotated Wikipedia sentences, but also from the first sen-
tences of a person’s Wikipedia article, even in the shape of very
basic features.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented our participation in the Triple

Scoring task of WSDM 2017 Cup, where our system has been one
of the top performers. We have employed a supervised learning
approach with a set of novel features designed specifically for the
task at hand. We have reported on the results of our system, on both
the training and test collections, and have complemented it with a
feature analysis.
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Table 3: Triple scoring results for profession and nationality
relations on both train and test collection.

Model Accuracy ASD Kendall
Profession (train) 0.77 1.61 0.34
Profession (test) 0.78 1.61 0.27
Nationality (train) 0.76 1.62 0.32
Nationality (test) 0.77 1.62 0.40

Other features: The four other profession features presented in
Table 1 are meant to capture the most important profession of a per-
son. The features isProfWPSent and isProfWPPar check whether
the profession appears in the first Wikipedia sentence/paragraph of
a person, and isProfWPSent and isProfWPPar examine whether
the profession is the first among the mentioned professions in the
corresponding text.

2.3 Nationality features
We consider two forms of nationality and compute features for

each of these forms: (1) when nationality is used as an adjective
(e.g., German), and (2) when it is referred to as a country name, i.e.,
is a noun (e.g., Germany). The bottom part of Table 1 summarizes
the nationality features used in our learning method.

Person-nationality frequency (freqPerNat): The feature is speci-
fied as the number of times a nationality appears in the Wikipedia
sentences of a person, normalized by the total number of sentences
in which the person occurs:

freqPerNat(pe, nt) =

|{s : pe 2 s, nt 2 s}|
|S(pe)| . (4)

Other features: The other features we employ for the nationality
relation are extracted from the first paragraph/sentence of a person’s
Wikipedia article. These are similar to the same group of profession
features, except that we search for nationality terms (both adjective
and noun forms) in the text.

2.4 Generating triple scores
For each relation, a set of labeled subject-object pairs was pro-

vided as the input (training) data. Each pair (i.e., person-profession
or person-nationality) represents a learning instance that has to be
scored. We employ the Random Forest (RF) [3] algorithm for regres-
sion as our supervised ranking method and generate two separate
models for the profession and nationality relations. We trained these
models on the labeled data provided by the task organizers. The
Random Forest algorithm involves two parameters: number of trees
(iterations) n, and maximum number of features in each tree m. We
set n = 1000 for both models, m = 3 for profession, and m = 2

for nationality model (around 10% of the feature set [4]).
Once the triples are ranked using the ranking model, we need

to map them to integer scores in the range 0..7 [2]. To this end,
we round the ranking score to the closest integer number. More
specifically, we employ the following function to convert the ranking
score sr to a triple score:

f(sr) =

8
<

:

round(sr), 0  sr  7

0, sr < 0

7, sr > 7.

(5)

Table 4: Top performing systems according to the official
WSDM Cup evaluation results. The best scores for each metric
are presented in boldface. Rank refers to the relative ordering
of systems according to the given metric.

cress [our] bokchoy goosefoot
Accuracy 0.78 0.87 0.75

rank 6 1 >7

ASD 1.61 1.63 1.78
rank 1 2 7

Kendall 0.32 0.33 0.31
rank 2 3 1

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe the evaluation settings, present the re-

sults of our system, and analyze the features used for the profession
and nationality relations.

3.1 Evaluation
We evaluate our system on two collections: training and test.

The training set contains 515 and 162 instances for profession and
nationality relations, respectively, and was provided as part of the
task [2, 5]. We report on the results of this test collection using
5-fold cross validation. The test collection was used by the task
organizers to evaluate all the submissions and was made publicly
available only after the submission deadline; it consists of 513 and
197 instances for profession and nationality relations, respectively.
We use the entire training set for learning when generating results
for the test collection.

System performance is evaluated using three relevance metrics:
(i) accuracy, (ii) average score difference (ASD), and (iii) Kendall’s
tau. The first two metrics are based on the absolute scores values,
while the last one considers the relative ranking of triples. High
accuracy, and low ASD and Kendall are desired.

3.2 Results
Triple scoring results. Table 3 presents the results of our system for
profession and nationality, on the training and test collections. The
results show that our models deliver good results and are comparable
to the best approaches of Bast et al. [1]. The results also reveal that
the rank-based metrics (accuracy and ASD) are highly correlated
across different relations and collections, which is not the case for
Kendall’s tau.

WSDM Cup evaluation results. Table 4 presents the results of
the top performing systems with respect to each of the evaluation
metrics (according to the official task results2). These numbers
indicate the overall performance of systems, i.e., both relations
(profession and nationality) combined. Our system, denoted as
“cress,” is ranked first and second with respect to ASD and Kendall,
respectively, and is sixth in terms of to accuracy. Note that this is
unlike the results in Table 3, where accuracy and ASD are correlated.
As explained by the task organizers, some groups truncated their
scores to the range 2..5, which made accuracy better, but ASD and
Kendall worse. When factoring out the effect of the 2..5 truncation
trick, the rankings according to all metrics are highly correlated.
Further details on result comparison are provided in [2].
2http://www.tira.io/task/triple-scoring/dataset/
wsdmcup17-triple-scoring-test-dataset2-2016-12-08/
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William Shakespeare has-profession Poet 7

William Shakespeare has-profession Lyricist 3

Bob Dylan has-profession Singer-songwriter 7

Bob Dylan has-profession Guitarist 5
  

Profession features
sumProfTerms{k} The sum of  top-k (TFIDF-weighted) profession terms from all Wikipedia sentences of the person
simCos{k} Cosine similarity b/w the profession and person term vectors of top-k profession terms
simCosW2V Cosine similarity b/w the profession and person embedding vectors (centroids of Word2Vec vectors)
simCosW2VPar Cosine similarity b/w the profession and person embedding vectors based on 1st Wikipedia paragraph 
isProfWPSent Whether the profession occurs in the first Wikipedia sentence of the person
isProfWPPar Whether the profession occurs in the first Wikipedia paragraph of the person
isFirstProfWPSent Whether the profession is the 1st of the professions occurring in the 1st Wikipedia sentence of the person
isFirstProfWPPar Whether the profession is the 1st of the professions occurring in the 1st Wikipedia paragraph of the person

Nationality features
freqPerNat The normalized frequency of a person co-occurring with a nationality in Wikipedia sentences
isNatWPSent Whether the nationality occurs in the first Wikipedia sentence of the person
isNatWPPar Whether the nationality occurs in the first Wikipedia paragraph of the person
isFirstNatWPSent Whether the nationality is the 1st of the nationalities occurring in the 1st Wikipedia sentence of the person 
isFirstNatWPPar Whether the nationality is the 1st of the nationalities occurring in the 1st Wikipedia paragraph of the person

  Set of 33M annotated Wikipedia sentences

  First Wikipedia sentence/paragraph of a person

Profession Nationality

GOAL DATA SOURCES

FEATURES

FEATURE ANALYSISRESULTS

Features  extracted from 
the 1st Wikipedia sentence/
paragraph are of the highest 
importance.

Feature freqPerNat, 
extracted from Wikipedia 
sentences, plays the most 
important role.

Bob Dylan (/ˈdɪlən/; born Robert Allen Zimmerman, May 24, 
1941) is an American songwriter, singer, artist, and writer. 
He has been influential in popular music and culture for more 
than five decades … 

“Given a list of triples from two type-like relations 
(profession and nationality), for each triple compute 
an integer score from 0..7 that measures the degree 
to which the subject belongs to the respective type.”
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